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WHITTINGTON LOCK

WORCESTER & BIRMINGHAM CANAL, KIDDERMINSTER, UK
RIVER BANK PROTECTION
Product: MacMat® R & BioMac® C
Problem

A 2 mile section of the Worcester & Birmingham Canal in
North Worcestershire, England, was suffering from chronic
erosion and sedimentation problems. Traditionally the
dredging programme and bank reinstatement were separate
operations. In addition, recent landfill regulations made
dredging disposal an issue.
The vertical bank profile needed to be reinstated so as to
restore the tow path width and be secured against future
erosion. However, the system was also required to be part of
a dynamic ecology i.e. grow plants and shelter animal life.

Solution

The traditional approach to bank reinstatement would either
be steel sheet piling or timber boards. The problem was not a
deep seated failure but only that of soil erosion.
Maccaferri offered a solution that would combine dredging
and erosion control by using MacMat® R. MacMat® R
consists of a 3-dimensional open-matrix polypropylene
geomat, reinforced with corrosion protected wire mesh. The
MacMat® R was stapled to the inside of a line of treated wood
posts set into the canal bed at 1m intervals to define the new
bank line.
Dredgings and other soils were then placed into this newly
created gap, stabilising them permanently without
compaction. Being un-compacted, plant systems can easily
establish despite the vertical face profile.
Any erosion at the toe is limited by the unsecured MacMat ® R
tail, which can settle into the scour hole by the self-weight of
the backfill.
As the system is largely below water, the open matrix of the
MacMat® R, could allow loss of soil fines. Therefore, Biomac®
C, a biodegradable soil blanket of quilted coir (coconut) fibers,
was used to line the MacMat® R.
In some locations, the conditions for driving timber posts into
the canal bed for cantilever restraint were unknown. Here, the
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Construction phase complete
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MacMat® R and posts were tied-back into the canal bank
using a suitable cable and anchoring system.
Emergent plants were inserted through the matting at the
waterline. These will grow new shoots to colonise the
vegetated bank, while their roots will invade the backfill,
securing it for the long-term.

Benefits

•
•
•

The dredgings do not have to be ‘lost’ by spreading
them onto the bank, but are used as part of the system
The bank is now ecologically active and forms part of
the local eco-system e.g. water vole habitat was
created
Installation creates little local environmental or social
disturbance
The engineered elements of the MacMat ® R ensure
that the bank is stable with minimal future
maintenance. Single sheet pile units can replace the
wood posts where a robust bank edge is required for
mooring boats or for geotechnical stability.

The bank following construction

The long-term result
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